
2.2 Building Dial Plan String 
2.2.1 Syntactic Format for Dial Plan Strings 
The dial plan string consists of a set of dial plan rules specified according to the following syntax: 

1. DTMF digits 0–9, A–F, *, and #. 
2. Range and sub-range of digits (“[ ]”). For example, [135] specifies digits 1, 3, or 5, [5–9] 

specifies digits 5 to 9, and [125–8] specifies digits 1, 2, and 5 to 8. 
3. Zero or more repetitions of the preceding event (“.”). For example, X.7 specifies 7 

digits where each digit is 0–9, N.5 specifies 5 digits where each digit is 2–9, and [1–5].5 specifies 5 digits 
where each digit is 1–5. 

4. Inter-digit timeout (IDT) in seconds (“t”) followed by a character that specifies the timeout 
interval in seconds for the preceding event. For example, X.5t5 specifies 5 digits where each digit is 0–9 
with an IDT of 5 seconds. 

5. Dial plan rule separator (“|”). 
6. A suffix character (“>“) that defines the end of the required dialing digits; optional dialing digits 

can follow. 
7. “X” or “x” signifies digits 0–9. 
8. “N” or “n” signifies digits 2–9. 
9. Star service serial code separator (“:”) indicating the end of the serial code. 
10. Star service dial-pad code separator (“;”) indicating the end of the dial-pad code. 
11. Digit not allowed in a given position (“!”). 

2.2.2 Dial Plan String and Serial Codes 
This data defines the dial plan string as entered or configured by the user or the service provider. 
The user or service provider enters the dial string consisting of supported call-related dial patterns and the 
star service dial patterns. 
The call patterns can generally be entered in the order preferred by the user or service provider. The normal 
call patterns do not have any serial codes associated with them. 
The serial codes used for specifying the dial-pad code related to each star service are fixed and the user 
must follow them. 
Notes:  
1. The dial plan interpreter analyzes the collected digits from the user on a first-come first-served basis. If, 
at the end of the collection and analysis, the interpreter determines that there are two or more possible 
candidates for a match, it chooses the first available match in the order in which the rules 
appear in the dial plan string. 
2. The maximum storage space allocated for the dial plan string is 512 characters. 
The serial codes with associated star service features and default dial-pad codes are 
defined in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1. Serial Codes, Star Service Features, and Default Dial-Pad Codes 
Serial Code  Star Service Feature Default  Dial-Pad Code 
1 Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding  *72 
2  Disable Unconditional Call Forwarding  *73 
3  Enable Call Forwarding on Busy  *74 
4  Enable Call Forwarding on No Answer  *75 
11  Temporary Disable Call Waiting  *70 
12  Call Return  *69 
16  Blind Transfer  *90 
18  IP or Peer-2-Peer Dialing  *47 
20  PSTN Call  # 
22  3-Way Conferencing Call  *83 
23  Disable Call Forwarding on Busy  *76 
24  Disable Call Forwarding on No Answer  *77 
25  Emergency Call  N11 
Note: Missing number codes (5-10, 19, 21, and 26-31) are not supported. 
2.2.3 Framing Dial Plan Rules 
Dial plan interpretation and parsing is based on the incoming character and a set of expected characters as 
follows: 
0–9, A–D, #, or *  A DTMF digit is recognized as valid if it is one of the following: between 0–9 or A 

or B or C or D or # or *. 



X  Recognized as any valid DTMF digit in the range 0–9. The expected characters 
following this are “.” or “t” or any other valid syntactic character. 

N  Recognized as any valid DTMF digit in the range 2–9. The expected characters 
following this are “.” or “t” or any other valid syntactic character. 

t  The associated inter-digit timer (IDT) value in seconds. The expected character 
following this must be between 0–9 or a–z to represent the timer value. For a–z, “a” 
corresponds to 10 seconds, “b” to 11 seconds, and so on. The maximum timer value 
is “z” which corresponds to 35 seconds. 

.  This character represents zero or more repetitions of the previous character (which 
must be a valid DTMF digit). This must be followed by a value between 0–9 and a–
f to specify the number of repetitions. Letters a–f correspond to numbers 10–15, 
respectively. 

>  This character is used for two purposes:  
a) To specify the suffix associated with the dial plan rule. A single valid 

DTMF digit must follow this character.  
b) To specify the minimum number of digits required to be dialed for the 

corresponding dial plan rule. The > character must be included at the 
minimum position required for meaningful match. For the example pattern, 
0>#t411t8x.etfxt2, only digit 0 is required for a meaningful match. For the 
example pattern, 0t411x>#t8x.etfxt2, a 4-digit dialstring of 011X is 
required for a meaningful match. 

!  This character, in association with a following DTMF digit, represents what a digit 
in the specified position should not be. A DTMF digit representation/range/sub-
range must follow this character. 

[X-X]  Sub-range starting from first value to next value.  
For example, [2-8] means a digit in the range 2 through 8. 

[XX]  Specifies an array of digits allowed in the position mentioned.  
For example, [128] means digit 1, 2, or 8. 

 
2.2.4 Default Dial Plan String 
The default dial plan string corresponds to the North American Numbering Plan (NANP). 
This default dial plan string is (where each rule is separated by the separator “|”): 
0>#t4|Nx.5t8xt2>#|011x>#x.et8xt2|1Nx.2Nx.5t8xt2>#|1:*72;>#x.etfxt2|2:*73;>#t4|3:*74;>#x.etfxt2|4:*75;
>#x.etfxt2|11:*70;>#t4|12:*69;>#t4|16:*90;x>#x.dtfxt2|18:*47;t4xt2>#|20:#;x.3>#x.atfxt2|22:*83;x>#x.dtf
xt2|23:*76;>#t4|24:*77;>#t4|25:N1t41;># |[0-9*]>#[0-9*].e[0-9*].ft4 
The individual default dial plan rules are summarized in Table 2-2. 
Table 2-2. Default Dial Plan Rules 
Default Dial Plan Rule  Dial Plan Rule Function  Reference Section 
0>#t4  Dial local operator  2.2.4.1 
Nx.5t8xt2>#  Dial a local call  2.2.4.2 
011x>#x.et8xt2  Dial a long distance call  2.2.4.4 
1Nx.2Nx.5t8xt2>#  Dial an international long distance call  2.2.4.3 
1:*72;>#x.etfxt2  Star service for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding  2.2.4.5 
2:*73;>#t4  Star service for Disable Unconditional Call Forwarding  2.2.4.8 
3:*74;>#x.etfxt2  Star service for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding on Busy 2.2.4.6 
4:*75;>#x.etfxt2  Star service for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding on No 

Answer 
2.2.4.7 

11:*70;>#t4  Star service for Temporary Disable Call Waiting  2.2.4.9 
12:*69;>#t4  Star service for Call Return  2.2.4.10 
16:*90;x>#x.dtfxt2  Star service for Blind Transfer  2.2.4.11 
18:*47;t4xt2>#  Star service for Peer-2-Peer call  2.2.4.12 
20:#;x.3>#x.atfxt2  Dial PSTN call  2.2.4.13 
22:*83;x>#x.dtfxt2  Star service for 3-Way Conferencing call  2.2.4.14 
23:*76;>#t4  Star service for Call Forwarding on Bus  2.2.4.15 
24:*77;>#t4  Star service for disable Call Forwarding on No Answer 2.2.4.16 
25:N1t41;>#  Dial an emergency call  2.2.4.17 
[0-9*]>#[0-9*].e[0-9*].ft4 Default number call 2.2.4.18 
There are three major components of any star service rule: 



1. The star service rule must begin with the serial code identified in Table 2-1. This serial code identifies 
the feature/dial plan action to be executed. This serial code is followed by the separator “:”. 
2. Following this is the dial-pad code (digits the user must dial first) to execute the feature. The separator 
“;” follows this dial-pad code. 
3. Then the rule for the digits or number needed to execute the star service is specified. 
Note: If the IDT elapses during the minimum number of digits to be dialed, the dialed string does not match 
the plan, in which case a match to another plan is attempted. If the IDT elapses during the optional digits 
to be dialed, the dialed number is sent. 
2.2.4.1 Default Dial Plan Rule 0>#t4 
This is the dial plan rule for dialing the local operator. 
Digit 0 must be dialed, optionally followed by pressing #. 
After the 0 digit is dialed, press # to send the digit immediately, otherwise there is a 4- 
second delay before the digit is sent. 

0  One digit 0 
>#  Position of >specifies 1 digit minimum; suffix is # 
t4  IDT of 4 seconds 

2.2.4.2 Default Dial Plan Rule Nx.5t8xt2># 
This is the dial plan rule for dialing a local call within the geographical region covered by 
the NANP. 
Seven digits must be dialed, each digit within 8 seconds of the preceding digit, optionally followed by 
pressing #. 
After the seven digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise there is a 2-second delay 
before the digits are sent. 

N  One digit in range 2–9 
x.5  Five digits in range 0–9 
t8  IDT of 8 seconds 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
t2  IDT of 2 seconds 
>#  Position of >specifies 7 digits minimum; suffix is # 

2.2.4.3 Default Dial Plan Rule 1Nx.2Nx.5tfxt2># 
This is the dial plan rule for dialing a long distance call. 
Eleven digits must be dialed starting with 1, each digit within 15 seconds of the preceding 
digit, optionally followed by pressing #. 
After the 11 digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise there is a 
2-second delay before the digits are sent. 

1  One digit 1 
N  One digit in range 2–9 
x.2  Two digits in range 0–9 
N  One digit in range 2–9 
x.5  Five digits in range 0–9 
tf  IDT of 15 seconds 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
t2  IDT of 2 seconds 
>#  Position of >specifies 11 digits minimum; suffix is # 

2.2.4.4 Default Dial Plan Rule 011x>#x.et8xt2 
This is the dial plan rule for dialing an international long distance call. 
Four digits must be dialed starting with 011, followed by 15 optional digits and optionally followed by 
pressing #. Each digit must be dialed within 8 seconds of the preceding digit. 
After the 011x digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise the digits will be sent 8 
seconds after the last dialed digit for digits 4-18 is dialed, or 2 seconds after digit 19 is dialed. 

011  Three digits with 011 pattern 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
>#  Position of >specifies 4 digits minimum; suffix is # 
x.e  Fourteen digits in range 0–9 
t8  IDT of 8 seconds 



x  One digit in range 0–9 
t2  IDT of 2 seconds 

2.2.4.5 Default Dial Plan Rule 1:*72;>#x.etfxt2 
This is the dial plan rule for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding star service. 
Digits *72 must be dialed, followed by 15 optional digits and the optional # suffix. Each digit must be 
dialed within 15 seconds of the preceding digit. 
If only the *72# digits are dialed or the IDT elapses before dialing any digits after *72, the default number 
configured on the Call Feature configuration page (Section 2.1.6) is sent. 
After the *72 digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise the digits will be sent 15 
seconds after the last dialed digit for digits 4-17 is sent, or 2 seconds after digit 18 is dialed. 

1:  Serial code for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding followed by “:” separator 
*72;  Dial-pad code for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding followed by “;” separator 
>#  Position of >specifies 3 digits minimum; suffix is # 
x.e  Fourteen digits in range 0–9 
tf  IDT of 15 seconds 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
t2  IDT of 2 seconds 

Note: The default above rule states the number specified can have digits in the range 0–9 and can be a 
maximum length of 15 digits. This is flexible; for example, a Call Forwarding rule could be specified as 
1:*72;>#[78]x.6t4. In this case, Call Forwarding is done only to a number beginning with either 7 or 8. 
2.2.4.6 Default Dial Plan Rule 3:*74;>#x.etfxt2 
This is the dial plan rule for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding on Busy star service. 
Digits *74 must be dialed, followed by 15 optional digits and the optional # suffix. Each digit must be 
dialed within 15 seconds of the preceding digit. 
If only the *74# digits are dialed or the IDT elapses before dialing any digits after *74, the default number 
configured on the Call Feature configuration page (Section 2.1.6) is sent. 
After the *74 digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise the digits will be sent 15 
seconds after the last dialed digit for digits 4-17 is sent, or 2 seconds after digit 18 is dialed. 

3:  Serial code for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding on Busy followed by “:” separator 
*74;  Dial-pad code for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding on Busy followed by “;” 

separator 
>#  Position of >specifies 3 digits minimum; suffix is # 
x.e  Fourteen digits in range 0–9 
tf  IDT of 15 seconds 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
t2  IDT of 2 seconds 

2.2.4.7 Default Dial Plan Rule 4:*75;>#x.etfxt2 
This is the dial plan rule for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding on No Answer star 
service. 
Digits *75 must be dialed, followed by 15 optional digits and the optional # suffix. Each digit must be 
dialed within 15 seconds of the preceding digit. 
If only the *75# digits are dialed or the IDT elapses before dialing any digits after *75, the default number 
configured on the Call Feature configuration page (Section 2.1.6) is sent. 
After the *75 digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise the digits will be sent 15 
seconds after the last dialed digit for digits 4-17 is sent, or 2 seconds after digit 18 is dialed. 
4:  Serial code for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding on No Answer followed by “:” separator 
*75;  Dial-pad code for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding on No Answer followed by “;” separator 
>#  Position of >specifies 3 digits minimum; suffix is # 
x.e  Fourteen digits in range 0–9 
tf  IDT of 15 seconds 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
t2  IDT of 2 seconds 
2.2.4.8 Default Dial Plan Rule 2:*73;>#t4 
This is the dial plan rule for Disable Unconditional Call Forwarding star service. 
Digits *73 must be dialed, each digit within 4 seconds of the preceding digit, optionally followed by 



pressing #. 
Note: The *73 code will disable all enabled Call Forwarding star services previouslyenabled by the *72, 
*74, or *75 codes. 
After the*73 digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise there is a 4-second delay 
before the digits are sent. 
2:  Serial code for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding followed by “:” separator 
*73;  Dial-pad code for Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding followed by “;” separator 
>#  Position of >specifies 3 digits minimum; suffix is # 
t4  IDT of 4 seconds 
2.2.4.9 Default Dial Plan Rule 11:*70;>#t4 
This is the dial plan rule for Temporary Disable Call Waiting star service. 
Digits *70 must be dialed, each digit within 4 seconds of the preceding digit, optionally 
followed by pressing #. 
After the*70 digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise there is a 4-second delay 
before the digits are sent. 
11:  Serial code for Temporary Disable Call Waiting followed by “:” separator 
*70;  Dial-pad code for Temporary Disable Call Waiting followed by “;” separator 
># Position of >specifies 3 digits minimum; suffix is # 
t4  IDT of 4 seconds 
2.2.4.10 Default Dial Plan Rule 12:*69;>#t4 
This is the dial plan rule for Call Return star service. 
The digits *69 must be dialed, each digit within 4 seconds of the preceding digit, 
optionally followed by pressing #. 
After the*69 digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise there is a 
4-second delay before the digits are sent. 
12:  Serial code for Call Return followed by “:” separator 
*69;  Dial-pad code for Call Return followed by “;” separator 
>#  Position of >specifies 3 digits minimum; suffix is # 
t4  IDT of 4 seconds 
2.2.4.11 Default Dial Plan Rule 16:*90;x>#x.dtfxt2 
This is the dial plan rule for Blind Transfer star service. 
Digits *90 followed by a single-digit number must be dialed, each digit within 15 seconds of the preceding 
digit, followed by 14 optional digits and the optional # suffix. 
After the *90x digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise the digits will be sent 15 
seconds after the last digit for digits 4-17 is dialed, or 2 seconds after digit 18 is dialed. 
16:  Serial code for Call Return followed by “:” separator 
*90;  Dial-pad code for Call Return followed by “;” separator 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
>#  Position of >specifies 4 digits minimum; suffix is # 
x.d  Thirteen digits in range 0–9 
tf  IDT of 15 seconds 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
t2  IDT of 2 seconds 
2.2.4.12 Default Dial Plan Rule 18:*47;t4xt2># 
This is the dial plan rule for Peer-2-Peer star service. 
Digits *47 followed by a single digit must be dialed, each digit within 4 seconds of the preceding digit, 
optionally followed by pressing #. 
Note: The single digit is an index into the address book maintained by the system. The sipcfg.ini file must 
be configured with the required address book entries. Please see Appendix C on how to configure 
sipcfg.ini. 
After the *47x digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise there is a 2-second delay 
before the digits are sent. 
18:  Serial code for Temporary Peer-2-Peer followed by “:” separator 
*47;  Dial-pad code for Peer-2-Peer followed by “;” separator 
t4  IDT of 4 seconds 



x  One digit in range 0–9 
t2  IDT of 2 seconds 
>#  Position of >specifies 4 digits minimum; suffix is # 
2.2.4.13 Default Dial Plan Rule 20:#;x.3tf>#x.atfxt2 
This is the rule for dialing a PSTN call. 
Digit # followed by three single-digit numbers, each digit within 15 seconds of the preceding digit, 
optionally followed up to 11 optional digits, and optionally followed by pressing #. 
After the four required digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise the digits will be 
sent 15 seconds after the last digit for digits 4-13 is dialed, or 2 seconds after digit 14 is dialed. 
20:  Serial code for PSTN call followed by “:” separator 
#;  Dial-pad code for PSTN call followed by “;” separator 
x.3  Three digits in range 0–9 
tf  IDT of 15 seconds 
>#  Position of >specifies 4 digits minimum; suffix is # 
x.a  Ten digits in range 0–9 
tf  IDT of 15 seconds 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
t2  IDT of 2 seconds 
2.2.4.14 Default Dial Plan Rule 22:*83;x>#x.dtfxt2 
This is the dial plan rule for 3-Way Conferencing through Consultation Hold, i.e., the number dialed 
through Consultation Hold must be prefixed with *83 for 3-way conferencing. 
Digits *83 followed by one digit must be dialed, each digit within 15 seconds of the preceding digit, 
optionally followed by up to 14 digits, and optionally followed by pressing #. 
After the *83x digits are dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise the digits will be sent 15 
seconds after the last dialed digit for digits 4-17 is sent, or 2 seconds after digit 18 is dialed. 
22:  Serial code for 3-Way Conferencing followed by “:” separator 
*83;  Dial-pad code for 3-Way Conferencing followed by “;” separator 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
>#  Position of >specifies 4 digits minimum; suffix is # 
x.d  Thirteen digits in range 0–9 
tf  IDT of 15 seconds 
x  One digit in range 0–9 
t2  IDT of 2 seconds 
2.2.4.15 Default Dial Plan Rule 23:*76;>#t4 
This is the dial plan rule for Disable Call Forwarding on Busy star service. 
Digits *76 must be dialed, each digit within 4 seconds of the preceding digit, optionally followed by 
pressing #. No number needs to be dialed. 
After the *76 is dialed, press # to send the rule immediately, otherwise there is a 4-second delay before the 
rule is executed. 
23:  Serial code for Disable Call Forwarding on Busy followed by “:” separator 
*76;  Dial-pad code for Disable Call Forwarding on Busy followed by “;” separator 
>#  Position of >specifies 3 digits minimum; suffix is # 
t4  IDT of 4 seconds 
2.2.4.16 Default Dial Plan Rule 24:*77;>#t4 
This is the dial plan rule for Disable Call Forwarding on No Answer star service. 
Digits *77 must be dialed, each digit within 4 seconds of the preceding digit, optionally 
followed by pressing #. No number needs to be dialed. 
After the *77 is dialed, press # to send the rule immediately, otherwise there is a 4-second 
delay before the rule is executed. 
24:  Serial code for Disable Call Forwarding on No Answer followed by “:” separator 
*77; Dial-pad code for Disable Call Forwarding on No Answer followed by “;” separator 
>#  Position of >specifies 3 digits minimum; suffix is # 
t4  IDT of 4 seconds 
2.2.4.17 Default Dial Plan Rule 25:N1t41;># 
This is the dial plan rule for Emergency Call. However, this rule also handles other N11 



services. 
One digit in range 2–9 followed by the digit 1 and the digit 1 must be dialed, each digit 
within 4 seconds of the preceding digit. 
After digits N11 are dialed, the digits are immediately sent. 
25:  Serial code for Emergency Call followed by “:” separator 
N1t41;  Dial-pad code for Emergency Call followed by “;” separator 
N  One digit in range 2–9 
1  One digit 1 
t4  IDT of 4 seconds 
1  One digit 1 
>#  Position of >specifies 3 digits minimum; suffix is # (# is included because a character must be 
provided after >, however, pressing # is not an option because the dialed digits are sent immediately) 
Notes:  
1. Digits N11 match the [0-9*]>#[0-9*].e[0-9*].ft4 dial plan, except the 25:N1t41;># dial plan rule 
allows a 911 call will be sent without delay. 
2. This emergency rule is not part of the default service provider’s dial plan string as Pulver does not 
support 911 calls (see Appendix B). 
3. Any number of such emergency rules can be specified in the dial plan string. 
In such emergency call match cases, the dial plan interpreter will not wait for any timeout and will send 
out the matched digits immediately. 
2.2.4.18 Default Dial Plan Rule [0-9*]>#[0-9*].e[0-9*].ft4 
This is the dial plan rule for Default Number Call, which applies if no previous rule 
matches. 
This rule takes a minimum of 1 digit and a maximum of 30 digits. All dialed digits will be sent. The service 
provider decides what to do with the dialed digits. All digits dialed can be between 0 through 9, or *. 
After the first digit is dialed, press # to send the digits immediately, otherwise the digits will be sent 4 
seconds after the last dialed digit. 
[0-9*]  One digit in range 0–9 or * 
>#  Position of >specifies 1 digit minimum; suffix is # 
[0-9*].e  Fourteen digits in range 0–9 or * 
[0-9*].f  Fifteen digits in range 0–9 or * 
t4  IDT of 4 seconds 
Notes:  
1. If this default call rule is removed from the dial plan string, then any sequence of digits which does not 
match any of the other rules will be blocked by the ATA i.e., the dialed digits will not be sent to the service 
provider. 
2. The default call rule is a superset of all the other dial plan rules. The dial plan interpreter works on a 
first-come first-serve basis. Ensure that this rule is included and is always specified at the end of the dial 
plan string. 
2.2.5 Empty Dial Plan String 
If a default dial plan string is not required, the Default Dial Plan String field on the General configuration 
page (Section 2.1.2) can be left empty, in which case the default dial pattern to accept all dialed digits will 
be incorporated. 
The default dial pattern, [0-9*]>#[0-9*].e[0-9*].ft4, is transparent to the user and will not be displayed on 
the General configuration page (see Section 2.1.2). 
2.2.6 Incorrect Dial Plan Rule 
If the user enters a syntactically incorrect dial plan rule, the rule is rejected while parsing but the rule is not 
removed from the dial plan string. In other words, syntactic analysis is not performed during the parsing 
stage after the Save and Reboot, but after parsing the dial plan string, the invalid dial plan rule is skipped. 
If all the dial plan rules are invalid, the default dial pattern is used. This default dial pattern, [0-9*]>#[0-
9*].e[0-9*].ft4, is transparent to the user and will not be displayed on the General configuration page (see 
Section 2.1.2). 

3. Using Conexant ATA 
3.1 Setting up ATA for VoIP Calls 



This section describes the setup and configuration needed before the ATA can be used. 
1. Ensure the ATA software has been flashed onto the VoIP reference board. 
2. When power is applied to the board, the system initializes with the default configuration which is not 
initially set up to make VoIP calls. 
3. The configured default service provider is Pulver. You can either use Pulver or configure a new service 
provider. See Section 2.1.3 for adding or selecting a new service provider. 
4. If you choose to use Pulver, then a free login account must be obtained for each line 
from the website http://www.fwd.pulver.com. 
5. After the login accounts have been obtained, configure the login account information for the service 
provider you intend to use. See Section 2.1.4 for adding and selecting the login account to use. 
6. The other default parameters are sufficient enough to start making and receiving calls. 
7. After you have saved your changes, Registration status on the ATA Configuration page (see Section 
2.1) will be displayed as REGISTERED if you have chosen to go through a service provider. 
Note: If your system has PSTN backup hardware, you must have configured vophwcfg.ini for PSTN backup 
(see Appendix C.2). 
3.2 Making Basic Calls 
Follow these steps to make an outgoing phone call: 
1. Pick up the handset. 
2. When you hear a dial tone, dial the number you want to reach. 
3. Press # to send the number immediately, or wait for the IDT to expire and the number will be sent 
automatically. 
Note: The ATA supports Mid-Call DTMF in order to call toll-free numbers and other interactive voice 
response (IVR) systems. ATA is configured automatically during call establishment to support RFC 2833-
based dynamic payload negotiation and to send DTMF tones to the other end point. 
3.3 Advanced Call Features 
The supplementary services described in this section, and their configuration and implementation, depend 
on the system of the country in which the service is activated. 
This section describes the following topics: 
• Caller ID 
• Call-Waiting Caller ID 
• Consultation Hold 
• Blind Transfer 
• Attended Transfer 
• 3-Way Conferencing 
• Call Waiting 
• Call Forwarding 
• Call Return 
Notes:  
1. Web configuration overrides any dial-pad based configuration, and will be reflected only upon Save and 
Reboot. 
2. The digit sequences to be dialed for different actions to be executed are based on the default dial plan 
rules specified in this document. 
3. Some features require that a hook flash be performed. To perform a hook flash, quickly press and release 
the switchhook (push button) on the phone cradle or quickly press and release the flash button or other 
dedicated key/button on the telephone base unit or handset, depending on the telephone. 
Be careful not to hold the switchhook or flash button down too long, e.g., for three seconds, which will 
disconnect your call. In this case, when you release the switchhook or flash button, you will hear a regular 
dial tone. 
3.3.1 Caller ID 
When the telephone rings, the ATA sends a Caller ID signal to the telephone between the first and second 
ring (with name, telephone number, time, and date information, if these are available). 
3.3.2 Call-Waiting Caller ID 
The Conexant ATA plays the first Call Waiting tone, and then sends the name, telephone number, time, and 
date information, if these are available, before the second Call Waiting tone is played. 



3.3.3 Consultation Hold 
This feature allows a user to put the existing call on hold and call another number. 
How To: 
1. During an existing call, perform a hook flash to put the other party on hold and to get a dial tone. 
2. When you hear the dial tone, dial another number. 
3. When you are finished with the second call, perform a hook flash to revert to the first party. You can also 
alternate between calls by performing a hook flash. 
3.3.4 Blind Transfer 
This feature allows a user (transferor) to transfer an existing call to another telephone number (transfer 
target) without connecting to the transfer target number. 
How To: 
1. During an existing call, perform a hook flash to put the other party on hold and get a dial tone. 
2. When you hear the dial tone, press *90 on your telephone dial-pad. 
3. When you hear the alert tone indicating that the ATA is expecting a number, dial the phone number to 
which you want to transfer the other party, then press # (optional). 
4. When you hear the Fast Busy Tone, hang up your phone. 
Note: This dial-pad code can be changed as part of the dial plan rules which can be modified for the 
service provider on the SIP Service Provider configuration page as described in Section 2.1.3. 
3.3.5 Attended Transfer 
This feature allows a user to transfer an existing call to another telephone number after first consulting with 
the dialed party (transfer target) before hanging up. 
How To: 
1. During an existing call, perform a hook flash to put the other party on hold and get a dial tone. 
2. When you hear the dial tone, dial the telephone number to which the existing party is to be transferred. 
3. When the target transfer answers the phone, you may consult with the target transfer, and then hang up 
your phone to transfer the call to the target transfer. 
3.3.6 3-Way Conferencing 
How To: 
1. Dial the first number. 
2. During connection to the first party, perform a hook flash to put the first party on hold and get a dial 
tone. 
3. When you hear the recall dial tone, dial another number prefixed with *83 and talk with the second 
person. 
4. To conference with both callers at the same time, perform a hook flash. 
5. To drop the second call, perform a hook flash. 
Note: If you hang up during conferencing, both other parties will be disconnected from the call. 
3.3.7 Call Waiting in USA 
If someone calls you while you are speaking on the telephone, the ATA indicates this by playing a Call 
Waiting Tone. Call Waiting can be disabled in the USA as follows. 
How To: 
1. If the ATA is configured to use Call Waiting (see Section 2.1.3), press *70 (optionally followed by #) on 
your telephone dial-pad to disable Call Waiting for the duration of the following call. 
2. You will hear a confirm tone followed by the dial tone. If you hang up with or without making the call, 
then the ATA enables Call-Waiting Tone again. 
3. If the Conexant ATA is not configured to use Call Waiting (see Section 2.1.3), pressing *70 (optionally 
followed by #) results in fast-busy tone. 
Note: When the sequence of digits *70 is entered, the sequence could match the Call Waiting rule or the 
Default Number Call rule (Section 2.2.4.18). So, to execute the command immediately, press #. Otherwise, 
the action will execute after 4 seconds. 
3.3.8 Call Forwarding in USA 
The ATA can control Call Forwarding at the end-point level. 
The ATA supports three types of Call Forwarding: 
• Call Forwarding Unconditionally—Forwards every incoming call. 
• Call Forwarding On Busy—Forwards incoming calls only when the line is busy. 
• Call Forwarding on No Answer—Forwards incoming calls only when the telephone is not answered 



after the configured period. 
3.3.8.1 Call Forwarding Unconditionally 
How To: 
1. Press *72 on your telephone dial-pad. 
2. After you hear a very brief alert tone (default is 100 milliseconds), enter the number (optional) you want 
to forward the call to; then press # (optional). 
3. If you entered a number to forward the call to, the ATA will attempt to call that number. Once you 
disconnect the attempted call, in subsequent call attempts you will hear the stutter dial tone indicating that 
Unconditional Call Forwarding is enabled. 
If you do not enter a number, then the Call Forwarding Number configured on the Call Feature 
configuration page (see Section 2.1.6) is used. But, in this case the ATA will not attempt to call the default 
number and you will hear a confirm tone, followed by the stutter dial tone. The duration of the stutter is 
configurable on the Country Specific Ring &Tones configuration page (see Section 2.1.1) by editing the 
last parameter of the Stutter Dial Tone configuration. 
3.3.8.2 Call Forwarding On Busy 
How To: 
1. Press *74 on your telephone dial-pad. 
2. After you will hear a very brief alert tone (default is 100 milliseconds), enter the number (optional) you 
want to forward call to; then press # (optional). 
3. If you entered a number to forward the call to, the ATA will attempt to call that number. Once you 
disconnect the attempted call, in subsequent call attempts you will hear a stutter dial tone indicating that 
Unconditional Call Forwarding is enabled. If you do not enter a number, then the Call Forwarding 
Number configured on the 
Call Feature configuration page (see Section 2.1.6) is used. But, in this case the ATA will not attempt to 
call the default web configured number and you will hear a very brief confirm tone (default is 300 
milliseconds only), followed by the normal dial tone. 
3.3.8.3 Call Forwarding On No Answer 
How To: 
1. Press *75 on your telephone dial-pad. 
2. After you hear a very brief alert tone (default is 100 milliseconds), enter the number (optional) you want 
to forward the call to; then press # (optional). 
3. If you entered a number to forward the call to, the ATA will attempt to call that number. Once you 
disconnect the attempted call, in subsequent call attempts you will hear normal dial tone only, but Call 
Forward on No Answer will be enabled. 
If you do not enter a number, then the Call Forwarding Number configured on the Call Feature 
configuration page (see Section 2.1.6) is used. But, in this case the ATA will not attempt to call the default 
web configured number and you will hear a very brief confirm tone (default is 300 milliseconds), followed 
by the normal dial tone. You can set the Call Forward No Answer time on the Timeouts configuration 
page (see Section 2.1.5), which indicates the time after which Call Forwarding will take place. This timer is 
applicable for this feature only. 
3.3.8.4 Canceling Call Forwarding 
How To: 
To cancel Unconditional Call Forwarding, press *73 (optionally followed by #) on your telephone dial-pad. 
To cancel Call Forwarding on Busy, press *76 (optionally followed by #) on your telephone dial-pad. 
To cancel Call Forwarding on No Answer, press *77 (optionally followed by #) on your telephone dial-pad. 
Note: When the sequence of digits *73, *76 or *77 is entered, the sequence could match the Cancel 
Unconditional Call Forwarding, Cancel Call Forwarding on Busy, Cancel Call Forwarding on no Ans, or 
the Default Number Call rule (Section 2.2.4.18). So, to execute the command immediately, press #. 
Otherwise the action will execute after 4 seconds. 
Note: In order for these codes to work, the corresponding features must be enabled as described in Section 
2.1.6. 
3.3.9 Call Return in USA 
The ATA provides the facility to call back the last incoming call that may have been missed. This is 
especially useful when the phone does not have Caller ID facility or does not support Call-Waiting Caller 
ID. 
How To: 



Press *69 (optionally followed by #) on your telephone dial-pad to return the last incoming call. 
Notes: 1. When the sequence of digits *69 is entered, the sequence could match the Call Return in the USA 
rule or the Default Number Call rule (Section 2.2.4.18). So, to execute the command immediately, press #. 
Otherwise, the action will execute after 4 seconds. 
2. In order for these codes to work the corresponding features must be enabled on the Call Feature 
configuration page (see Section 2.1.6). 

Appendix B Dial Plan for Pulver Service Provider 
B.1 Basic Dial Plan 
An example dial plan string as would be used with Pulver (a globally available VoIP 
service provider - http://www.fwd.pulver.com) is given below. The dial plan string 
represents only the basic dialing call and service rules, which can be used with the 
Conexant VoIP solution. 
Note: The emergency call dial plan rule is not part of Pulver’s dial plan string. Pulver does not support 
USA emergency call dialing. Please check their website for any updates on dialing support and add or 
change the dial plan rules accordingly. 
B.1.1 Pulver - USA Dial Plan 
[1-9]x.2t8>#x.6t4|*18x.8t8xt2>#|**484x.7t4>#|1:*72;>#x.etfxt2|2:*73;>#t4| 
3:*74;>#x.etfxt2|4:*75;>#x.etfxt2|11:*70;>#t4|12:*69;>#t4||16:*90;x>#x.dtfxt2| 
18:*47;t4xt2>#|20:#;x.3>#x.atfxt2|22:*83;x>#x.dtfxt2|23:*76;>#t4|24:*77;>#t4| [0-9*]>#[0-9*].e[0-9*].ft4 
B.1.2 Explanation of the Rules 
[1-9]x.2t8>#x.6t4  Call any Pulver Number up to 9 digits, but minimum 3 digits 
*18x.8t8xt2>#  Call any Toll Free Number through Pulver Account 
**484x.7t4>#  Call any Global Village Number. This rule demands a minimum and a 

maximum or 7 digits following **484. 
1:*72;>#x.etfxt2  Enable Unconditional Call Forwarding 
2:*73;>#t4  Disable Unconditional Call Forwarding 
3:*74;>#x.etfxt2  Enable On Busy Call Forwarding 
4:*75;>#x.etfxt2  Enable No Answer Call Forwarding 
11:*70;>#t4  Temporary Disable Call Waiting 
12:*69;>#t4  Execute Call Return 
16:*90;x>#x.dtfxt2  Execute Blind Transfer 
18:*47;t4xt2>#  Execute Peer-2-Peer Call 
20:#;x.3>#x.atfxt2  PSTN Number Call 
22:*83;x>#x.dtfxt2  3-Way Conference Call 
23:*76;>#t4  Disable On Busy Call Forwarding 
24:*77;>#t4  Disable No Answer Call Forwarding 
[0-9*]>#[0-9*].e[0-9*].ft4  Default Call if no rule above matches 
 
Note: If this rule is removed from the dial plan string, then any sequence of digits which does not match 
any of the above specified rules will be blocked at the ATA end itself, i.e., the collected digits will not be 
sent to the service provider. 
B.2 Calling Other Service Providers than Pulver 
Pulver also provides the facility to call other service provider numbers. The following is an example list of 
those service providers and the corresponding recommended dial plan rules that need to be configured for 
each of them. 
Please check their website for the complete list of supported service providers: 
(http://www.fwd.pulver.com/content/view/full/333/ 
Service Provider Partner Recommended Dial Plan Rule 
NIC.at -  **011x>#x.et8xt2 
Vonage  **2431x>#x.et8xt2 
CallUK..  **285x>#x.et8xt2 
iConnectHere  **333x>#x.et8xt2 
iConnectHere account  **334x>#x.et8xt2 



Earthlink  **356x>#x.et8xt2 
Intertex **468x>#x.et8xt2 
IPTel  **478x>#x.et8xt2 
InterViVo..  **488x>#x.et8xt2 
Livedoor.com  **555x>#x.et8xt2 
XS4all 3991...  **666x>#x.et8xt2 
MyPhones 393...  **697x>#x.et8xt2 
SIPPhone, Inc  **747x>#x.et8xt2 
sipgate.de  **777x>#x.et8xt2 
Squillo.it  **778x>#x.et8xt2 
Telphin  **835x>#x.et8xt2 
Voz Telecom  **868x>#x.et8xt2 
Voiptalk 71...  **878x>#x.et8xt2 
Packet8 **8981x>#x.et8xt2 
ZGWireless.net  **949x>#x.et8xt2 
Inter-Asterisk Exchange (IAXTEL)  **1700x>#x.et8xt2 
 


